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Abstract. The paper addresses the issue of unusual ICT tool application in the development of
communicative competences during drama classes. It also presents the practical implementation of
a case study method with the application of ICT tools. The case method was used for an interesting
combination of acquiring communicative competences including drama skills by means of applying
modern computer software. The target group was the 3rd form pupils of Klaipėda primary school.
The activities planned to cover skills of language, drama and ICT.

The significance of the presented case is based on the following: pupils’ communicative skills
are improved; learning is based on the integration of inherently different subjects, such as drama,
language and ICT; skills of the three subjects are educated in a creative way. ICT can act as a
promoter of educational change only if learners and teachers have an access to the new technology
and it is intensively used as a tool for learning in various subject domains.
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1. Introduction

The challenge to current educational system for the future is to prepare learners to partic-
ipate in a knowledge society, in which knowledge is the most critical resource for social
and economical development. Educational institutions are required to find appropriate
pedagogical methods to cope with these new challenges (Hakkarainen, 2000). In order
to develop communicative competence in a primary school, new methods and forms of
teaching should always be under consideration. For certain goals, tasks in game format
are usually used, known as didactic games, or it can be practical tasks of writing and
reading during language lessons. Development of technology and new computer-based
game possibilities make an impact on art specialists as well, making them think about
possible application of ICT in their subjects. Until now, ICT is rarely used as a tool for
drama tasks in Lithuania.

If properly taught and used, information communication technologies (ICT) could
play an important role as tools for the general restructuring of learning processes, facil-
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itate development of collaborative skills and increase productivity when working with
information. Such skills have an impact even outside of technical subjects areas.

The Case Method is a method of learning that is based on active participation, co-
operation, and democratic discussion of a practical situation presented in the form of a
fiction story or an actual case. A particular case study of technology application was one
of the activities of CaMOT (Case Method of Technology for Practical Use of Training
Teachers) project1, supported by the European Commissión Socrates Programme, with
Klaipeda University as one of the partners.

Social skill (abilities) have significant role in relations with other peoples as with
members of a society. That is why it is important to develop communicative competence
starting from the youngest age at primary school. Teachers should not neglect the social
aspect in language learning, too. Teachers are trying to find new ideas, materials and
methods how to develop communicative skills, however, they most often tend to use
traditional methods (Šernas, 2006).

The problem is that traditional methods do not provide sufficient opportunities to de-
velop the communicative competence of speaking. Learners train their communicative
competence skills, but not to a sufficient degree, as they begin competing and do not
try to reach individual and common goals. Communicative competence, and particularly
speaking skills, could be best developed through the case study method at primary school.

The educational reform ideas in Lithuania and experience of educators from Western
countries stimulate the active use of various training methods in Lithuania. Nowadays
teachers have a good opportunity to teach, train learners in nontraditional ways.

The main question is how can the integration of ICT, language and drama help to
improve development of communicative competence at primary school? Following the
question, the main goal will be to prepare a program of the experiment and verify the
program.

With the case study, we intended to show that learning a language is not only a process
of learning grammar, but also a social one. Arts and creative activities can be viewed
as study subjects in social-educational sciences. Modern program on primary education
is oriented to the development of pupils’ competences. The content of its development
does not eliminate subjects, but helps teacher to better understand that the goal of the
educational process is a child with developed personal competences, but not a subject
that should be taught by a teacher and learned by a pupil (Educational standards, 2003).
New perspectives of linkage between drama, language learning skills, and information
communication technologies (ICT) skills were an area of our interest.

The activity took place in a primary school. Two teachers (the form teacher and the
drama teacher) were guiding case activities. The pupils involved came from Forms 3 to 4
of the primary school. Primary school in Lithuania consists of 4 forms (from the 1st to the
4th). The students of the third form are at the verge of adolescence, and their interests are
diverse, as they start seeing the world in different ways. Various aspects become important
to them, and the teacher’s role is to keep them interested and help them to develop in a

1http://www.camot.net.
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variety of ways. Social skills are important and are not to be neglected. In the school,
which was selected for the case study activity, pupils are taught various subjects, starting
from the main subjects, such as mathematics, language, and literature, and ending with
art subjects.

The activities planned in the case covered skills from language and literature, drama
and ICT. Language and literature skills are mainly listening, writing, and creating dialogs.
Drama skills are recognition of emotions and mimic and improvement of speaking qua-
lity. ICT skills are typing a text, managing a standard voice recorder, and manipulating
other standard computer software.

The case was conditionally divided into five steps. In the first step of the case, children
read materials and watched photo-mimic presentation. In the second step, pupils had to
solve several types of tasks, e.g., to find a matching description of an emotion, or to find a
suitable description for a given emotion or mimic. In the third step, pupil were presented
with a recorded video situation in which two people communicated. The film was shown
without sound. Pupils then could write dialogs in the next step. The fourth step included
dialog creation and their recording with the help of a standard voice recording software
and typed texts. The fifth step was devoted to the presentation of created dialogs. Teacher
collected all the created dialogs and played them one after another. At the end, the film
was played with the original sound, and the results were compared.

The communicative competences depicted in Fig. 1 are trained by the case activities.
The significance of the presented case is based on the following:

• Pupils’ communicative skills are improved.
• Learning is based on the integration of inherently different subjects, such as drama,

language and ICT.
• Skills of the three subjects are educated in a creative way.

The next section gives short description on case study method. Section 3 will explain
a notion of communicative competences and the role of basic emotions in developing
described competences. Section 4 will present a run of case study at primary school with

Fig. 1. Trained communicative competences and their relation.
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an application of a tool we created specially for practical implementation of the case
activities. Section 5 will analyse pupil achievements during an experimental lesson at
school. Finally, we will conclude with summary of results and vision for the future work.

2. Case Study Method

The students can learn more effectively, if they are actively involved in the learning pro-
cess (Bonwell and Eison, 1991; Sivan et al., 2000). The case study approach is one of the
ways to implement active learning strategies in schools. There is a number of definitions
for a term “case study”. E.g., Fry et al. (1999) describes case studies as complex exam-
ples which give an insight into the context of a problem as well as illustrate the main
point. Fry defines case studies as student-centred activities based on topics that demon-
strate theoretical concepts in an applied setting. That definition of a case study covers a
variety of different teaching structures they use, ranging from short individual case stud-
ies to longer group-based activities. Educational research has shown case studies to be
useful pedagogical tools. Grant (1997) outlines the benefits of using case studies as an
interactive learning strategy, shifting the emphasis from teacher centred to more student-
centred activities. Case studies have also been linked with increasing student motivation
and interest in a subject (Mustoe and Croft, 1999).

From our point of view, case studies are useful, because they:

• allow to demonstrate theoretical concepts in application, thus bridging the gap be-
tween theory and practice;

• encourage active learning;
• provide an opportunity to develop key skills, such as communication, working in

groups, and problem solving.

The case method is based on a learning principle that states: people learn best when
they teach themselves through their own effort. One can gain greater understanding and
improve skills in judgement when one works through a problem, but not just passively
listens to a lecture. Similarly, there will be greater learning results if someone “uses” a
theory in practice.

Case studies can help us in learning to:

• apply theories to real situations;
• solve real problems.

Like real situations, cases center around an array of partially-ordered, ambiguous,
seemingly contradictory and reasonably unstructured facts, opinions, inferences and bits
of information, data, and incidents out of which some one must provide order by selec-
tively choosing which bits to use and which to ignore. In real life, others will not do this
for us. Similarly, in real life situations, it is unlikely that any two people would assemble
the data or make inferences identically. Some one will have to work within the limitations
inherent in evidence and arrive at internally consistent interpretations. Experiencing the
process of learning this way may be frustrating and confusing, but it is also practical and
realistic.
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3. Basic Emotions within Communicative Competences

Talking about communicative competence and their development, the emphasis is placed
on communication and creativity. That is due to the impact of the human communicative
action during life: the readiness to communicate, which means an ability to express one’s
own thoughts, feelings, opinion, and emotions in different situations, to transmit infor-
mation in a precise way, to have an ability to create various types of texts, to be polite
and follow cultural standards. Communicative competence is a complex psychological,
pedagogical, social and physiological process that allows a person to interact, to send and
receive information (in all oral, written, gesture and mime forms) and to become a full
member of the knowledge society. Communicative competence:

• is the ability to get what you are seeking from others in a manner that maintains the
relationship on terms that are acceptable to all parties (Adler and Towne, 2003);

• does not mean behaving the some way in all settings and with all people; compe-
tence varies from one situation to another;

• is an aggregate of individual abilities, knowledge and experience that conditions
self-confidence and correct orientation when communicating with each other (Psi-
chologijos žodynas, 1993).

In addition to assessing the management of the interactions, a holistic approach –
according to the basic principles of tandem learning – will seek to establish a balance be-
tween assessment of linguistic content, discourse abilities and sociocultural competence.
These paradigms are based on the four-pronged model of communicative competence
developed by Canale and Swain (1980) and subsequently refined by Canale (1983). A
further examination of the data can be undertaken with the aid of conversation analy-
sis as initially developed by Sacks (1992) and Schegloff (1980). Such an analysis can
seek to ascertain whether the basic rules of turn-taking are respected and focus on some
specific discourse areas such as topic introduction and management, issues of commu-
nicative breakdown and repair strategic competence (Schwienhorst, 2002) and commu-
nicative adaptability (as studied by Accommodation Theory (Chen and Cegala, 1994)).
These works can be referenced at a given link2 as well. Real Decreto 1006/1991 of 14
th of June establishes the teaching requirements for Primary Education nation-wide. In
it, communicative competence comprises five subcompetences: grammar competence,
sociolinguistic competence, sociocultural competence, discourse competence, strategic
competence.

For Hymes (1972) the Communicative Competence has four aspects: systematic po-
tential, appropriacy, occurrence, feasibility. These categories have been adapted for teach-
ing purposes.

The majority of students understand emotions as feelings that come up in different
situations. Another part of students explain them as being “what the body tells us”. To
describe feelings is a rather difficult task to students. Social scientists generally agree that
a phenomenon known as “feeling” consists of several components. It is impossible to talk

2http://www.llas.ac.uk/resources/goodpractice.aspx?resourceid=411.
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about communication without acknowledging the importance of emotions. The role of
emotions in human affairs is apparent to social scientists and laymen alike. According
to psychologists Sternberg (1985) and Goleman (1995) there is such a phenomenon as
“emotional intelligence”.

Goleman (1995) makes the claim that intellectual ability is more than a way to mea-
sure one’s talents and that success in the world greatly depends on the ability to under-
stand and manage one’s own emotions, as well as and to empathize. E.g., every thought,
gesture, muscle, tension, everything is significant and meaningful, and related to the
present. It is possible to know and understand oneself on all these levels, and the more
one knows the more he/she is free to determine their own life.

The types of emotion are: primary and mixed emotions, and mild and intensive emo-
tions. Famous psychologist Pluchik (1980) has identified eight primary emotions (joy,
acceptance, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, anticipation) and those primary emo-
tions can combine to a mixed form (optimism, love, submission, awe, disappointment,
remorse, contempt, aggressiveness). In real situations, we would probably feel mixed
emotions. Emotions can be sorted according an intensity state.

During the experiment, pupils had to recognize emotions from photos taken from their
own school life. This is a way to provide information to students on how emotions are
expressed in speech. The task was to create an audio clip in accordance with emotional
situations presented in the photos (see next section for details).

4. Run of Case Study at Primary School

It has been shown (Passey et al., 2003) that ICT has a positive inpact on pupils’ motiva-
tion and it engages pupils more into the learning as they get elder. Usage of ICT helps
for students to keep focus on learning goals indicating their concentration to the learning.
Having in mind the positive impact of ICT on pupils’ motivation, we have created a sim-
ple html-based tool, which we have used during the experiment at the school. It consists
of a collection of materials (photos, videos, text, guizes) that pupil learn, or at least look
through, trying to understand different types of emotions, mimics and their importance
in people communication. This collection of materials builds the basis for the learning
processes such as engagement and research.

According to Passey et al. (2003) we consider the following learning processes: 1) en-
gagement, 2) research, 3) writing and 4) presentation. The created tool covers only the
processes of engagement and research, where

• engagement process is implemented through viewing texts and simple graphics,
and audio visual means;

• research process can be accomplished by searching and accessing the materials.

The rest two learning processes

• writing,
• presentation

are realised through the standard computer software such as text editor, audio recorder
and presentational software.
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A tool, as it was used during the experimental lesson, is available for viewing online3

in Lithuanian language. It contains all five stages that train different types of skills (Fig. 1)
included in the presented case study. The stages of the case we have qualified as follows:

1. Discover. Texts and simple graphics or even video material are presented.
2. Apply. Solve several types of tasks.
3. Observe. Pupils are presented with recorded video situation in which two people

communicate.
4. Create. Write dialog, type it, record it.
5. Present. Present created dialog.

In the first stage of the case, two types of emotion description were presented to pupils.
First, in the written form, they were presented with the structure of three rows for each
emotion – the title, a photo expressing the emotion, and a short story describing possi-
ble feelings and thoughts captured in the photo (Fig. 3). Then, they watched slides with
recorded explanation of the emotions expressed in the previously presented photos. The
second stage was equiped with quizes that are created with Hot Potatoes tool4. During
this step pupils had an opportunity to test their previous experience and possibly apply
the newly acquired knowledge from the first stage of the case study.

The third stage was supported with example dialogs. The dialogs were cre-ated in
accordance with the situation expressed in the photo, coming together with a particular
dialog. There were three dialogs. The activity of that stage helped pupils to prepare for
the next stage, in which they created in their own way.

During the fourth stage, children created a text in accordance with a selected picture,
wrote it down on the paper by hand, and afterwards typed the text using the text processor
(Figs. 2, 4). For that activity, the tool included photos and video with different situations.
After typing the dialogs in a text processor, pupil used standard audio recorders that came
together with an operating system, and recorded their dialogs.

The fifth stage was devoted to the presentation of the dialogs created (Fig. 5) in ac-
cordance with the given situations expressed in the photos or video materials.

All the results of the practical implementation of the case study were collected and
presented in the CaMOT project website5 under the case entitled “Learning to recognise
emotions. A case in primary school”.

5. Pupil Achievements

Small research was carried out as well. Table 1 summarizes the results of quiz answers.
The columns of the table represent a number of pupils who answered the quiz questions
with 100, 66, 33 and 0 percentage of quality. Figs. 6–11 show some dialogs in their writ-
ten and typed form. As can be seen in the pictures representing handwritten and typed

3http://ik.ku.lt/∼dalia/camot.
4http://hotpot.uvic.ca.
5http://www.camot.net.
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Fig. 2. Using specially prepared materials. Fig. 3. Working in pairs.

Fig. 4. Creation of dialog. Fig. 5. Listening to the self recorded track.

examples of dialogs, grammar mistakes made in the written forms of a dialog usually re-
main in the typed version of it. An interesting moment is that pupils make new ones while
typing dialogs into a text processor. That might be explained as a lack of concentration
while doing such a type of tasks at this age. Also, an impact of modern mobile technolo-
gies should be under consideration, because it is not a secret that people prefer to write
SMSs without using special characters of Lithuanian language.

As it was explained in the introductory section of the paper, pupils from one of
Klaipėda secondary schools took part in the experiment. The experiment was carried
out in May, 2007. 26 students from the 3rd form of primary school took part in practical
activities.

In section 4, every stage of the case study was explained. Some conclusion can be
made after summarizing the results of the answers to the quiz questions, in which they
had to recognize emotions (from the stance, mimics, ges-tures, signs) that were shown
in the photos. Afterwards, the pupils tried to identify the emotions in the photos. The
summary of the results of Table 1 is presented in Fig. 12; in accordance with it:

• always identifies correctly (100%) – 32%,
• often identifies correctly (66%) – 35%,
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Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

• sometimes identifies correctly (33%) – 31%,
• never identifies correctly (0%) – 2% .

In summation, every case of a dialog, a subtext (what it is hidden under the pro-
nounced text) comes out. Participants of a dialog can hear the intonation and feel the
emotive state of a person, can decide on their temperament and other things that can only
be seen in communication. Next to the verbal language, a language of a different dimen-
sion exists, and it is called non-verbal language. Often it provides more information than
the first one and influences the verbal language. Learning to talk by using the opportuni-
ties of non-verbal language is important from primary school. The combination of verbal
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Table 1

Distribution of pupil answers to four given quizes

Number of answers 100% 66% 33% 0%

1 task 20 2 4 0

2 task 7 9 8 2

3 task 4 15 7 0

4 task 2 11 13 0

Fig. 12. Answer distribution: 67% of target group was able to identify emotion right.

and non-verbal expression makes a message clear, suggestive, meaningful, original, etc.
An important moment is how we are able to manage the content of our language, for-
mulate ideas and express them in a clear way, how we manage our mimic and gesture
and how we make our message more suggestive. As it turned out, pupils in the third
form could recognize basic emotions rather well. Role-playing games were very useful
and contributed to the pupils’ getting engrossed in the text and their understanding of
its content and emotive background. An interesting task for pupils is the creation of a
sound track.

6. Final Remarks

The case demonstrated a way how language (written and spoken), drama (moving, mim-
ics, and emotions), and ICT (typing text, managing voice recorder, manipulating satndard
computer software) can be used in an integrated way for teaching and acquiring commu-
nicative competences. Such a com-bination of tools allows to reach an infinite capacity
to express and understand the meaning of different types of communicative phenomena.
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The main focus of the lesson was on the pupils’ ability to improve dialogs on the basis
of different emotions they identified, given the fact that all the activities were carried out
by using modern ICT tools and software.

Traditional approaches treat a language as a free standing package of knowledge, used
to analyse and observe it. Many of us have learnt language that way. Learning a language
is a very abstract process, and it is known that the traditional approach to learning it does
not appeal to everyone. The best results of learning a language are seen when learning
becomes a part of our life experience.

One of the most common uses of language for the expressive or emotional purpose is
a means of getting rid of our nervous energy, when we are under stress, or are happy and
joyful, angry, afraid, etc. Traditional methods of teaching do not give enough opportuni-
ties to develop oral communicative competence.

Combined tools incorporating advances of ICT bring new possibilities to methods
used for training communicative competences and find their place even in teaching arts
and are successfully applied as it was shown in this particular case.

The particular case study can be extended to a broader activity by attracting subject
teachers and developing special software tool and teaching methodology.
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IKT, teatro ir kalbos integracija ugdant vaik ↪u komunikacin ↪e
kompetencij ↪a: atvejo studija pradinėje mokykloje

Giedrė STRAKŠIENĖ, Dalia BAZIUKAITĖ

Straipsnyje pristatomas praktinis atvejo studijos metodo taikymas, panaudojant IKT ↪irankius.
Šis metodas buvo pritaikytas komunikacinės kompetencijos ugdymui, integruojant teatro, kal-
bos dalykus ir šiuolaikines kompiuterines technologijas. Atvejo studijos tiksline grupe pasirinkta
miesto pradinės mokyklos trečiokai. Suplanuotos veiklos grindžiamos šiais ugdymo proceso aspek-
tais: sudominimu, tyrinėjimu, rašymu ir pristatymu. Kalbos ↪igūdži ↪u lavinim ↪a sudarė klausymosi,
kalbėjimo, rašymo ir dialog ↪u kūrimo veiklos, teatrini ↪u ↪igūdži ↪u – emocij ↪u ir mimik ↪u atpažinimo ir

↪igarsinimo veiklos, IKT ↪igūdži ↪u – teksto rinkimo kompiuteriu, pelės valdymo, standartinio garso

↪irašymo ↪irenginio ir programinės ↪irangos valdymo veiklos.
Pristatyta atvejo studija pagrindžia galimyb ↪e ugdyti mokini ↪u komunikacin ↪e kompetencij ↪a, in-

tegruojant skirtingus dalykus: teatr ↪a, kalb ↪a ir IKT. Taip pat pastebėta, kad tarpdalykinė integracija
didina pradinuk ↪u motyvacij ↪a siekiant mokymosi tiksl ↪u, aktyvina j ↪u kūrybiškum ↪a.


